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A visit north east of India takes you to a unique part of Indo Burma locations, which rates 6th among
the 25 bio diverse locations of the world. The location is a prize chest for herbal remedies, plants,
creatures and microbial medicinal resources. In spite of the rich natural resource presence, north
east remains one of the least traversed landscape of India despite all the opportunities of economic
growth from north east tour packages. This location is a home to tribes who are very welcoming and
hospitable in nature. Full of traditional values and practices, these tribes have a unique lifestyle
which is completely different from other Indian cultures.

North East Tour Packages give you the unique chance to explore Indiaâ€™s hidden paradise. They will
take you through areas which are pure, unexplored and out of reach for the common tourists. These
tour packages are gaining a huge popularity nowadays with terror threats getting reduced in the
region. A North East Tour Package can be customized according to your requirements. Dense
forests, lofty mountains and beautiful waterfalls are all part of your visit to this region. The trip gives
tourists a chance to be with the tribes and locals, learn and practice their culture, arts and history.
People who want a different sort of experience prefer to tour this wonderful region.

The north east of India is a unique, magical and beautiful region famous for its number of amazing
holiday destinations. It attract vacationers with its wonderful green valleys, hilly channels, luxurious
green forests, vast tea gardens, snow capped mountains, awesome rivers, tribe culture, vibrant
gatherings and festivals. These trips are not limited to relaxing holidays only. The place is perfect for
a variety of theme based tour s as well. So, when youâ€™re on visit north east trip, get ready to see an
awesome range of interesting spots that suit your taste and interest.

The north east tour package offers forest safaris in the dense sanctuaries and parks, nature walks
and treks among fragrant tea plantations, a visit to Buddhist monasteries for the spiritually inclined,
paragliding and water rafting for the adventure seekers and vivid gatherings and celebrations for all
those looking for some rich cultural experience. Ancient Buddhist people art, articles and crafts for
art fans can be a treat from this region.

The package usually includes the seven sisters of north east India namely-Tripura, Nagaland,
Assam, Arunachal Pradesh (land of the rising sun), Mizoram, Manipur (jewel of India) and
Meghalaya (abode of clouds). Some of the most fascinating attractions the area has to offers are
Sikkim Monasteries. Built beautifully, the monasteries of Sikkim possess unique charm about them.
Lake Tawang is incredibly beautiful that conquers the hearts of all visitors. Tea Gardens of Assam
are some of the best tea plantations in the world. Bihu Festival is a celebration where Bihu dance is
the main attraction. Kaziranga National Park is home to rich wildlife.
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Aanchal Gupta - About Author:
A a north east tour package is packed with places to visit and many things to do. So on a north east
tour packages, make sure that you enjoy the scenic views, amazing weather and tribal culture. Your
a visit north east can give you a lifetimeâ€™s fun memories.
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